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[Intro]
		F
Oh Denali, Denali
							C
Why do you hide from me?
Gm						F
I came all this way just to see you
				C				Gm C
Today is my only chance to see you
F
Denali, Oh Denali
			F			A		B♭
Please reveal yourself to me
			B♭			F
Don’t be coy and let me enjoy
			C					F
As you present your majesty
[Chorus]
A				E
Denali, AKA McKinley
				D
Whatever you call it
		A						E
It’s the high one you can see
A						E
Denali used to be McKinley
						D
To Russians, “Great Mountain”
		A					E
On a clear day you’ll agree

[Verse 1]
D									A
The Athabaskan name of Denali
D											A
Was changed because of gold to McKinley
			D										A
The park name was changed again in 1980
			D										A
But the mountain name remained McKinley
D
On maps but it’s hard to get
					A
everyone to agree
E				
How and when things are named
			D
can be a complicated thing
		E					
But to most it’s called Denali since
							A
two thousand and fifteen
[Chorus]
A				E
Denali, AKA McKinley
				D
Whatever you call it
		A						E
It’s the high one you can see
A						E
Denali used to be McKinley
						D
To Russians, “Great Mountain”
		A					E
On a clear day you’ll agree
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[Verse 2]
D									A
Unless it’s cloudy it isn’t hard to see
D
Twenty thousand three
					A
hundred and ten feet
		E						D		
It’s the high one, it’s the high one
							A		E
The high one you can see
[Outro]
		F
Oh Denali, Denali
							C
Why do you hide from me?
Gm						F
I came all this way just to see you
				C				Gm C
Today is my only chance to see you
F
Denali, Oh Denali
			F			A		B♭
Please reveal yourself to me
			B♭			F
Don’t be coy and let me enjoy
			C					F
As you present your majesty
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NPT021: “The High One”
Inspired by Denali National Park and Preserve
When visiting Denali, everyone wants a peek of the highest mountain in North
America. Unfortunately, the clouds don’t always cooperate and you’re left
imagining the view while considering the mountain’s name.
Photos by Kendall Bruns
Front: Denali peeking through the clouds in Denali National Park on June 28, 2017.
Back: The view from the Eielson Visitor Center in Denali National Park on June 30, 2017.
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